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AI Group eyes growth with NSX listing
Sydney, Australia, 2nd July 2018 - Actcelerate International Group (AI Group) expects today’s listing on
the National Stock Exchange of Australia (NSX) to open up a range of investment opportunities.
Based in Kuala Lumpur, one of the region’s most vibrant hubs of economic growth, AI Group also has a presence
in Australia and China. Led by MD & CEO Dato’ Cheong Chen Khan, the Board of AI Group has in excess of 45
years of capital markets experience, as well as a track-record of investing in and mentoring a range of start-up
companies.
According to Dato’ Cheong, the successful capital raising and NSX listing provides the Company with the
perfect platform to expand its services to SME’s and high-tech startup companies in the Asia-Pacific, crucially
with the procurement of development financing.

“My team and I are delighted to receive strong

support from diversified high quality investors and
we believe a public listing will enhance our presence
in Asia Pacific. There has been significant growth in
the Asia Pacific market over the past few years and
we know the market quite well. We hope to take
advantage of this to explore more investment opportunities in these regions whilst seeking to deliver
sustainable returns to shareholders.

”

Mr. Cheong said.
AI Group Ltd. Chairman James Huey, Chief Executive Officer Dato' CK Cheong,
joined by members of AI Group Ltd's Board of Directors, Executives Members &
Shareholders, ring the NSX Opening Bell

AI Group offers a complete investment package that covers provision of funding, know-how, management,
market strategy, and human resources.
The people behind AI Group have significant experience in areas like Internet of Things, e-commerce, environmentally friendly manufacturing, as well as green technology.

About AI Group
Actcelerate International Group (AI Group) is a diversified investment company whose focus in on four major
sectors: Information and Communications Technology, New Age retail, Financial Services, and Green Technology
– in the Asia-Pacific market.

